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In fact the conversion from annual payment of
interest to rent does not make a great difference to the
debtor. I found one case where the person concerned
did not even understand the meaning of the change.
u I borrow his money, and he takes my land. I
have no hope of redeeming my pledge. What does
it matter whether the money I pay is rent or
interest ? "
The difference is again obscured by the existence
of the native theory of land tenure. The tenant pre-
serves his title to the land surface. This right cannot
be interfered with by the owner of the subsoil. By
this custom the tenant is protected from any direct
intervention bv the owner of the subsoil.1 His onlv
m-	*
obligation is to pay the rent. According to law, if the
tenant is unable to pay his rent for two years, the
landlord can give him notice to quit, but the law does
not apply to those places where custom is paramount.2
1 Code Nos. 846 and 847.
* The system of permanent tenancy seems to be a protection of the
peasant against a quick process of losing land rights owing to the financial
needs of the rural industry. It should be studied not as a historical survival
but as an adjustment of the interests of cultivator and financier, an integral
part of the absentee landlord system. This can be illustrated also by
observation in South China. "It is a remarkable fact," says Chen Han-
&eng» *' that nothing is ever heard of permanent tenancy in the south-western
part of Kwangtung, just the sort of region where one would expect some such
reminder of the old economy, because here, so far, the influence of modern
commerce has been comparatively little felt. On the other hand, the custom
does obtain, where it would least be expected, namely, in the extreme eastern
part of the province, up and down the Han River where not only junks and
barges but also modern steamers and a local railway ply a lively trade,
emerging the modernizing influence of the Swatow business world far into
the interior. Indeed, in the region there are not merely remnants of a
system of permanent tenancy but a considerable part of the cultivated area
is actually under this form of lease,** op. ctt, p. 52. Chen tends to solve
the system by an historical explanation, p. 51, although, as the above quota-
tion shows, the present fact docs not fit in with his expectation. To me
the historical explanation may be interesting by itself but is not important
if we are trying to understand the function of the system in the institution
of land tenure. Without his ungrounded expectation, Chen may be able
to realize the importance of the financial problem in relation to the land
problem which he has very rightly pointed out on several occasions in his
analysis but not been able to em hasize.

